Modular Building Transportation Sheets

COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR THE SAFE TRANSPORTATION OF MODULAR BUILDINGS
Re-usable Transport Sheets

With the demand for modular buildings increasing, there is far greater focus on units being finished in the factory and delivered almost complete. With that benefit, comes the problem of how to protect the units in transit and whilst in outside storage:

The System
We provide a full design service and will work with you to achieve a solution to the safe and secure transportation of your modular buildings. Sheets are designed so they can be fitted by one person or lifted over the module in one easy move by hiab or crane.

Materials
We have a wide range of stocked fabrics ideal for producing transport sheets, from our very own light-weight laminated sheeting to PVC coated fabric in weight ranging from 350gms to 650gms. These high quality fabrics allow sheets to be used again and again and therefore save you stress, time and money.

Cost Saving
As higher quality materials are used and the number of trips a transport sheet is able to make greatly increased, costs significantly come down. When ‘whole-life costs’ are taken into account and fitting charges are less (no need for battening) significant savings will be made compared to traditional solutions.

Tony Beal Ltd have been manufacturing modular building transportation sheets for over 25 years and have a wide range of materials and designs to suit varied requirements.

www.tonybeal.com
Re-usable Transport Sheets
As well as manufacturing your specialised covers, we can also brand your sheets and offer an excellent after-sales ‘repair and refurbishment’ service.

Safety
Our transport sheets are made using fabrics which do not easily tear, unlike traditionally used polythene, which once torn has no means within itself to control or contain that tear. As our fabrics are more durable there is less likelihood of sheets coming away from modules and causing potentially fatal road accidents.

Environment
Our re-usable systems are far kinder to the environment than disposable methods due to the vast amounts of polythene needed for one trip and then thrown away. By swapping to our re-usable system you will improve your ‘green’ rating which may help with tender qualifications.

Branding
Raise your company profile by branding your sheets and effectively creating a mobile ‘billboard’ exclusively for your company and products. We provide digital printing, sign-writing and screen printing services to achieve the highest quality artwork on your sheets.

Repair & Refurbishment
Our repair & refurbishment service will ensure the longest possible life span of your sheets, meaning you will not always have to buy new. We will arrange to collect sheets from your premises, make any necessary repairs and alterations and send sheets back to you, usually within one week. We can also hold stocks of refurbished sheets at our premises to save your storage space.
The benefits of using our transportation sheets are:

- **Reusable for long life span**
- **Secure and safe transport**
- **Faster fitting times**
- **Cheaper per unit than traditional solutions**
- **Considerable reduction in waste costs**
- **Fast turn-around service**
- **Bespoke designs**
- **Environmentally friendly**
- **Cost effective, reliable advertising**
- **Designed for watertight yard storage**
Tony Beal Ltd Core Products

We manufacture and supply industrial textile products to a number of worldwide markets including oil & gas, defense, air-motive, automotive, agricultural, waste and road haulage. With a fleet of sales vans covering most of mainland UK, we offer the fastest turnaround and delivery service as well guaranteeing quality products with our full ISO 9001 2008 accreditation.
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